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––– Briefly D’var Torah ––– 

 Miketz, Genesis 41:1 - 44:17 

Dreams: 

Before the pandemic, my husband and I celebrated our 20th anniversary with a long-
anticipated trip to Greece. High on our lengthy list of places to visit was the ancient city 
of Epidaurus, an Aesculapian healing center, where people came to be healed through 
the power of dream interpretation and theater arts. In the modern world, we tend to think 
of our dreams as a synonym for our hopes and aspirations, almost always as something 
good— “going to Greece was our dream vacation,” for example.  And yet, how often are 
our dreams disjointed, unintelligible, or occasionally disturbing?  Whether or not a dream is 
enjoyable, how can we find meaning and healing in dreams?

In this week’s Torah portion, Miketz, we learn that Joseph was known to interpret dreams. 
(In ancient Greece that would have made him a healer.) He is summoned to interpret 
Pharaoh’s dreams after the royal magician-priests were unable to help. Joseph doesn’t 
take credit for his ability to interpret dreams; he attributes his wisdom to God, who will see 
to Pharaoh’s welfare. It is interesting that the Torah says, “Pharaoh’s welfare,” again linking 
dream interpretation to one’s health and well-being. 

The dream itself was odd, as dreams tend to be. Pharaoh dreamt of 7 healthy cows and of 
7 lean cows who consume the healthy ones. He had a second dream, which had a similar 
storyline, although with different players. In the second dream, Pharaoh saw 7 healthy ears 
of grain growing from a single stalk consumed by 7 withered ears of grain. Only Joseph 
recognized the dreams as one and the same: there will be 7 years of feasting and 7 years of 
famine. This must have been alarming news to the ruler of the land. 

Joseph was able to correctly read the signs foretold in Pharaoh’s dream, an ability he 
credits to listening to God, and which his servant later tells us he accomplished through 
his drinking vessel, the very one he planted in the bag of his brother Benjamin as part 
of a ruse. The use of a goblet for purposes of divination and knowledge gathering was 
a known practice in Egypt and elsewhere in the Ancient Near East. In fact, the earliest 
known example, was a vase belonging to Gudea, the Sumerian governor of Lagash in 
Mesopotamia, which is Southern Iraq; 
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     Gudea ruled around 2100 BCE. Carved in relief 
on Gudea’s drinking vessel

     —a caduceus—two snakes entwined up a central 
pole--to this day a sign for the healing arts.

 

Because Pharaoh was so impressed with Joseph’s interpretive skill and wise counsel, he elevates 
Joseph from prisoner to royal advisor. Joseph devises a plan to stockpile grain in preparation 
for the coming lean years; this staved off the worst of the famine, and elevated the geo-political 
power of Egypt and its ruler.  Magician-priest-healer, there was no line between magic and science 
in the languages of the Ancient Near East. It may have looked to the Egyptians like Joseph was 
divining via his goblet, but Joseph makes it clear that he is giving thanks to God for his diagnosis. 
Joseph’s wisdom in earthly matters of state and survival, on the other hand, is a model we can 
strive to emulate: When there is hunger around, you find and implement a practical strategy to 
feed the people. 

So, what are your dreams telling you? And how can you make the good ones a reality? Joseph 
might tell us to listen deep inside our hearts. And the Torahtells us to make a practical plan that 
benefits many people. Trust in the magic of science, and get plenty of rest. 

Happy Chanukah,
Pam Mandell


